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 1      See eg World Health Organization,  ‘ Violence against women: Intimate Parner and Sexual Violence 
against Women, ’  Fact Sheet,   www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs239/en/   (November 2016).  

 3 
   Normative and International Human 

Rights Law Imperatives for 
Criminalising Intimate Partner Sexual 

Violence: The Marital 
Rape Impunity in Comparative and 

Historical Perspective  

    VASANTHI   VENKATESH    AND    MELANIE   RANDALL     

   I. Introduction  

 Marital rape (including other forms of sexual violence in intimate relationships) is 
a prevalent problem throughout the world. Some studies suggest that as many as 
one in three women has experienced sexual and/or physical violence perpetrated 
by a husband or other male intimate. 1  Yet many of the world ’ s countries still fail 
to criminalise sexual assault in marital relationships (also described as intimate 
partner sexual violence, IPSV) or fail to criminalise it adequately. 

 The marital rape exemption has a long and varied social and legal history. Its 
entrenchment is inextricably linked to women ’ s subordinate status in societies at 
large, and to women ’ s subordination in marriage specifi cally. As entrenched as 
impunity for IPSV has been in so many jurisdictions, the marital rape exemption 
has not remained uncontested. On the contrary, it has been vigorously condemned 
by women ’ s rights movements around the world. This condemnation has also 
been central to the repudiation of associated legal constructs of gender inequality, 
such as the doctrine of coverture, which obliterates married women ’ s independent 
and autonomous separate legal existence, and constructs them as their husband ’ s 
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 2      See eg      J   Ross   ,   Making Marital Rape Visible   :    A History of American Legal and Social Movements 
Criminalizing Rape in Marriage   ( PhD Dissertation ,  University of Nebraska – Lincoln ,  2015 )   digital-
commons.unl.edu/historydiss/85;       JE   Hasday   ,  ‘  Contest and Consent :  A Legal History of Marital Rape  ’  
( 2000 )  88      California Law Review    1373    ;      JS   Mill   ,   The Subjection of Women   (  London, Longmans ,  Green  , 
 Reader and Dyer ,  1869 )  .  

 3      See eg Advocates for Human Rights,  ‘ Marital and Intimate Partner Sexual Assault ’  [2013] Stop 
Violence Against Women — A Project of the Advocates for Human Rights,   www.stopvaw.org/marital_
and_intimate_partner_sexual_assault  ; M McWilliams and FD Ni Aolain,  ‘ Moving Slowly to Regulate 
and Recognize: Human Rights Meets Intimate Partner Sexual Violence ’  Transitional Justice Institute 
Research Paper no 16-10 (2016), papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2765432.  

property. 2  Yet so powerful and embedded are the taboos and privacy surrounding 
sexuality and marriage that even in some countries where extensive legal reforms 
have been made to end domestic and other forms of violence against women, 
the idea (and reality) persists that sexual assaults perpetrated by spouses should 
remain beyond the reach of the criminal law. 

 Human rights and women ’ s groups in countries where marital rape retains 
its criminal immunity have been relying on international human rights law, 
inter alia, to demand its criminalisation in order to fulfi l their state ’ s obligations 
under international law. 3  The demand for an end to the marital rape exemption 
in criminal law is more than a demand for a penal remedy.    It is fundamentally 
a demand for women ’ s legal equality and autonomy, rights that centrally defi ne 
international human rights law. The existence of a criminal remedy for sexual 
assault in marriage is a crucial form of state condemnation of and protection from 
gendered violence. But too many states still fail to provide it, either by retaining 
spousal immunity for sexual assault or by treating it as a less serious legal wrong. 
Criminalising sexual assault in marriage and providing legal remedies for this 
form of gendered violence is fundamental to achieving women ’ s equality and other 
human rights. While this has been recognised by many of the world ’ s states, too 
many others remain resistant and lag behind, insulating sexual violence against 
women by their spouses from legal sanction. 

 In this chapter we provide a big-picture perspective on the long and bumpy 
road taken by many of the world ’ s countries in moving towards legal recognition 
that sexual assault can occur in a marital relationship and in the provision of a 
criminal law remedy for this form of gendered violence. We begin the  chapter by 
articulating our arguments about why engaging the power of criminal remedies 
is necessary to the struggle to end sexual violence against women in marriage, 
particularly with reference to criminal law ’ s importance in expressing funda-
mental social norms. Section II moves to a critical review of the historical ori-
gins and ideological justifi cations underpinning the marital rape exemption in 
diverse societies. We show how similar themes occur across very different social 
regimes. 

 This is followed in section III by a global, comparative analysis of the marital 
rape exemption and the criminalisation of marital rape in various countries of 
the world. We provide an overview of the historical and uneven progress towards 
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 4      A detailed exposition of these arguments is advanced in the following articles:       M   Randall    and
    V   Venkatesh   ,  ‘  The Right to No :  The Crime of Marital Rape, Women ’ s Human Rights, and Inter-
national Law  ’  ( 2015 )  41      Brooklyn Journal of International Law    153    ;       M   Randall    and    V   Venkatesh   , 
 ‘  Criminalizing Sexual Violence against Women in Intimate Relationships :  State Obligations under Human 
Rights Law  ’  ( 2015 )  109      AJIL Unbound    189    ;       M   Randall    and    V   Venkatesh   ,  ‘  Why Sexual Assault in Intimate 
Relationships Must Be Criminalized as Required by International Human Rights Law :  A Response to 
the Symposium Comments  ’  ( 2016 )  109      AJIL Unbound    342    .  

 5            CR   Sunstein   ,  ‘  On the Expressive Function of Law  ’  ( 1995 )  144      University of Pennsylvania Law 
Review    2021, 2043    .  

 6      ibid, 2044.  

providing criminal legal remedies for women sexually assaulted by their husbands 
or intimate partners in different legal systems around the world. In this section 
we also analyse and critique the two most comprehensive and recent databases of 
marital rape legislation around the world, provided by the World Bank and the 
United Nations, respectively. 

 Section IV provides an overview of the major human rights instruments 
and sources of legal authority that require states to criminalise sexual assault in 
marriage, including the instruments aimed at securing women ’ s equal rights 
and ending gendered violence. 4  We conclude the chapter by reiterating our 
argument that international human rights law and the due-diligence standard 
provide powerful normative bases on which women ’ s movements and other social 
justice supporters can organise to end impunity for sexual violence in intimate 
relationships. 

   A.  Why Are Criminal Remedies Essential for Ending 
Marital Rape ?   

 A great deal of the advocacy undertaken by those seeking to end violence against 
women has focused on engaging state power to criminalise acts of physical and 
sexual abuse of women that had previously been seen to be  ‘ normal ’  or legiti-
mate. The appeal to criminal law represents a utilisation of both its expressive and 
remedial functions to put a stop to this kind of discrimination and inequality in 
women ’ s lives, particularly in women ’ s intimate lives. 

 Criminalising behaviour that has previously been condoned or considered 
acceptable in oppressing members of subordinated groups has long been a part 
of the struggle to achieve equality. As Cass Sunstein has pointed out,  ‘ a large point 
of law may be to shift social norms and social meaning ’ . 5  This applies to law ’ s 
changing grasp of various forms of what is now recognised as discrimination and 
harassment. For example, Sunstein notes that:  ‘ Antidiscrimination law is often 
designed to change norms so as to ensure that people are treated with a kind of 
dignity and respect that discriminatory behaviour seems to deny. ’  6  

 Criminal law has an especially important role to play in shifting social norms 
towards equality and in condemning behaviours and actions, such as sexual 
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 7      ibid.  
 8            J   Goldscheid   ,  ‘  Considering the Role of the State :  Comment on  “ Criminalizing Sexual Violence 

against Women in Intimate Relationships ”   ’  ( 2015 )  109      AJIL Unbound    202    .  
 9      ibid, 202.  

assaults, which undermine equality, bodily integrity and dignity. As Sunstein 
elaborates:  ‘ There are many areas in which law is used in an expressive way, largely 
in order to manage social norms. The criminal law is a prime arena for the expres-
sive function of law. ’  7  

 Criminalising domestic violence, for example, has been a crucial dimension of 
the work to end this form of violence against women in intimate relationships. 
Criminalising the use of physical violence against wives provides, in theory at 
least, a way for individual women to seek state protection against this harm. It 
also simultaneously represents a rejection of traditional patriarchal ideas, which 
had previously legitimated men ’ s use of force against their wives as a form of dis-
cipline and domination. Similarly, ending the marital immunity for sexual assault 
in criminal law is crucial both at the micro level, to give individual women the 
option of criminal remedies for their experiences of this form of violence, and 
at the macro level, to shift norms towards recognising women ’ s full equality and 
autonomy rights in private relationships. 

 Criminalisation is, and should be, only one aspect of the multiple kinds of state 
and social responses to gendered violence which feminist human rights scholars 
and activists pursue. Calls for criminalisation are necessarily situated within a 
broader agenda for structural change and for an improvement in the social, eco-
nomic and political conditions which allow for gendered violence in the fi rst place. 
Julie Goldscheid has pointed to the range of responses which should be under-
taken in order to require that states address gendered violence. 8  As she explains: 

  International human rights laws ’  due diligence framework requires a range of responses 
that include the obligation to prevent, protect, and provide redress, along with the obli-
gation to prosecute and punish. Explicitly framing states ’  obligations in terms of that 
more comprehensive approach would reach broadly to address the cultural and social 
barriers that allow marital rape to continue without sanction. 9   

 Drawing on international human rights law as a source of authority for challeng-
ing the marital rape exception in criminal law allows feminist and other social 
justice organisations, working within their specifi c national and local contexts, to 
seek greater state action and accountability in ending this form of violence against 
women and violation of women ’ s human rights. 

 The very fact that so much IPSV remains unreported and unremedied, and its 
victims unassisted, makes the law even more essential. Likewise, it further cre-
ates the need to intensify efforts to make the law more responsive, effective and 
just. Due diligence to criminalise marital rape does not stop at the level of statu-
tory reform. It also requires proper and fair enforcement of the law. For example, 
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 10      For an analysis in the Canadian context, see       M   Randall   ,  ‘  Sexual Assault in Spousal Relationships, 
“Continuous Consent”, and the Law :  Honest but Mistaken Judicial Beliefs  ’  ( 2008 )  32      Manitoba Law 
Journal    144    ; J Koshan,  ‘ The Judicial Treatment of Marital Rape in Canada: A Post-Criminalisation Case 
Study ’ , chapter 9 in this volume.  

 11            MJ   Anderson   ,  ‘  Lawful Wife, Unlawful Sex — Examining the Effect of the Criminalisation of 
Marital Rape in England and the Republic of Ireland  ’  ( 1998 )  27      Georgia Journal of International and 
Comparative Law    139, 141 – 46    .  

 12           A   Smith   ,   Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide   (  Cambridge ,  MA  ,  South End 
Press   2005 )  18 – 21   ;       M-B   Watson-Franke   ,  ‘  A World in which Women Move Freely without Fear of Men : 
 An Anthropological Perspective on Rape  ’  ( 2002 )  25      Women ’ s Studies International Forum    599    ;       C   Noble    
and    C   Bettman   ,  ‘  Culture, Social Discourse and Domestic Violence :  What Is the Connection?  ’  [ 2003 ]  
   Women Against Violence   :    An Australian Feminist Journal    42    .  

there are multiple evidentiary diffi culties in proving lack of consent in criminal 
 proceedings and these are compounded in cases of spousal sexual assault. 10  

 Struggles for women ’ s human rights that engage criminal law as part of the 
strategy to eradicate gendered violence have been of central importance to 
the women ’ s movement and to the move towards gender equality. This is not 
the same as suggesting criminal law is the  only  important strategy for challeng-
ing violence against women. Nor is it an unambivalent embrace of criminal law 
or the criminal justice system. Instead, it is a recognition that a state ’ s criminal 
law power is an essentially important resource to be drawn upon, both conceptu-
ally and concretely, to shift social norms and practices such that sexual violence 
in intimate relationships is no longer seen to be acceptable. Engaging criminal 
law to end IPSV is especially critical at the normative level given the long-
entrenched ideological and historical origins and justifi cations of it, a subject we 
address next.   

   II. Historical Origins and Ideological Underpinnings 
of the Marital Rape Exemption  

 Historically, in many societies, women have had no remedy against sexual coer-
cion by their husbands. 11  Women ’ s vulnerability to sexual violence in intimate 
relationships, and the lack of a legal remedy for it, has been inextricably connected 
to the social, economic and political subordination of women historically, and in 
most societies. 

 There have been exceptions. For example, there were (and there still are) mat-
rilineal and polyandrous societies across the globe in which women had a much 
higher social status than they have had in patriarchal social formations, and in 
which violence against women was not condoned. 12  Women who were wealthy 
and privileged generally enjoyed some legal emancipation in certain periods 
and in certain societies and could take legal action against their husbands with 
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 13      Anderson (n 11) 143;       F   Zarinebaf-Shahr   ,  ‘  Women, Law, and Imperial Justice in Ottoman Istanbul 
in the Late Seventeenth Century  ’   in     A   El Azhary Sonbol    (ed),   Women, the Family, and Divorce Laws in 
Islamic History  ,  1st ed  (  Syracuse, NY  ,  Syracuse University Press   1996 )  87 – 89    .  

 14      Anderson (n 11) 160.  
 15      ibid, 143; A El Azhary Sonbol,  ‘ Law and Gender Violence in Ottoman and Modern Egypt ’ , in 

 Women, the Family, and Divorce Laws in Islamic History  (n 13) 281.  
 16            H   Becker   ,  ‘  A Concise History of Gender,  “ Tradition ”  and the State in Namibia  ’   in     C   Keulder    

(ed),   State, Society, and Democracy: a Reader in Namibian Politics   (  Windhoek ,  Namibia  ,  Gamsberg 
Macmillan   2000 )  177 – 78    .  

 17      Egypt Supreme Constitutional Court Case No 8 of Judicial Year 17 (18 May 1996) (holding that 
veiling is not mandatory under Islam and that a ban on a woman ’ s right to wear a  niqab  was per-
missible);     Cohen v The State of Israel  ,  Criminal Appeal 91/80, 35 (3) PD  ( 1980 )   281 (holding that 
the criminal law exception for marital rape is incompatible with Jewish law). See also      W   Goldstein   , 
  Defending the Human Spirit: Jewish Law ’ s Vision for a Moral Society   (  Jerusalem  ,  Feldheim Publish-
ers   2006 )  166 – 75   ;       CB   Lombardi    and    NJ   Brown   ,  ‘  Do Constitutions Requiring Adherence to Shari ’ a 
Threaten Human Rights — How Egypt ’ s Constitutional Court Reconciles Islamic Law with the Lib-
eral Rule of Law  ’  ( 2005 )  21      American University International Law Review    379, 425 – 528    ;      N   Abiad   , 
  Sharia, Muslim States and International Human Rights Treaty Obligations: A Comparative Study   (  London  , 
 British Institute of International and Comparative Law   2008 )  161 – 75   .  

 18           L   Ahmed   ,   Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate   (  New Haven  ,  Yale 
University Press   1992 )  91 – 93   ;       K   Ali   ,  ‘  Progressive Muslims and Islamic Jurisprudence :  The Necessity 

adequate support. This was the case, for example, in ancient Rome, medieval 
Europe and the Ottoman period. 13  Another notable example is found in the 
Brehon law in Ireland, based on ancient Celtic law, which offered more protec-
tion to women from spousal violence than the English common law or Christian 
ecclesiastical law. 14  

 Additionally, the property, contractual and other rights that women possessed 
also played an important role in determining remedies for women facing domes-
tic violence and marital rape. For example, Irish women under Brehon law and 
women in several Arab societies had inheritance rights and could independently 
hold property. They could also lawfully divorce or separate from their husbands 
on the basis of ill-treatment. 15  

 Similarly, in many pre-colonial Namibian communities, women contributed to 
the bulk of subsistence agriculture and had access to property and the economy. 
Divorce was easily obtained, men had lesser control over their wives, and women 
played important roles as healers, leaders and rulers. Violence against women 
within the household was much more circumscribed by the laws in these places. 16  

 Religious legal systems have also always had several interpretive lineages. For 
example, some Koranic and Talmudic interpretations have emphasised the legal 
equality of men and women in marriage, interpretations which have been used by 
courts and governments to provide legitimacy to gender justice claims. 17  

 Nevertheless, and despite these exceptions, it is safe to say that for the most 
part sexual assault in marital relationships has been condoned throughout his-
tory and husbands have had enforceable  ‘ rights ’  to sexual intercourse with their 
wives. While some customary legal systems insist that wives have a symmetrical 
expectation of sexual intercourse, this apparent equality has often only been used 
as a ground for divorce or compensation. 18  Furthermore, norms like these that 
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for Critical Engagement with Marriage and Divorce Laws  ’   in     O   Safi     (ed),   Progressive Muslims: on 
Justice, Gender and Pluralism   (  Oxford  ,  Oneworld   2003 )  171 – 72    ;      P   Caplan   ,   The Cultural Construction of 
Sexuality   (  London  ,  Tavistock ,  1987 )  222   .  

 19      Anderson (n 11) 143 – 46.  
 20            MD   Schwartz   ,  ‘  The Spousal Exemption for Criminal Rape Prosecution  ’  ( 1982 )  7      Vermont Law 

Review    33    ;       MDA   Freeman   ,  ‘  But If You Can ’ t Rape Your Wife, Whom Can You Rape? The Marital Rape 
Exemption Reexamined  ’  ( 1981 )  15      Family Law Quarterly    1    .  

suggest a formal mutuality between men and women in marriage must be read 
through the lens of the immense power that men carried as heads of household 
and as primary actors in the economic and political arenas. In patriarchal systems 
around the world and throughout history, the husband has been seen as the head 
of the household and to wield authority over it. Christian norms, for example, 
explicitly make men the authority in the family, and have reifi ed patriarchal prac-
tices across the globe lasting for millennia. 19  The sections which follow articulate 
the thematic justifi cations which have been deployed in and through the  various 
legal legitimations of men ’ s rights to sexual access to their wives, consensual 
or forced. 

 Throughout history, the marital rape exemption has persisted through various 
legal doctrines that sought to uphold particular ideological constructs of women 
and marriage. While much has changed in the legal characterisations of women, 
their bodies and their degrees of autonomy across the world, it is important to 
understand the contingent and ideological nature of traditional patriarchal his-
torical constructs and how these have ensured that vestiges from the past per-
sist and maintain dominance structures that continue to inhibit women ’ s rights 
today. Some of these fundamentally masculine-dominant ideas are outlined in the 
following sections. 

   A. Women as Private Property of Men  

 In general, rape laws were originally designed to protect male property interests in 
women and to protect the  ‘ honour ’  of the family or social group from defi lement 
by other men. In this way, women were constructed as the private property of 
their husbands and fathers. In Europe, for example, the father ’ s interest in ensur-
ing a virginal daughter for marriage, as opposed to justice for women victims, was 
the motivation for laws penalising rape. 20  After marriage, the woman became the 
property of the husband in accordance with common law doctrines such as cover-
ture and the idea that women were chattels. 

 This socially construed legal framework made prosecuting a man for marital 
rape impossible as he had full legal rights over his own property, which included the 
body of his wife. Countries where marriage involves fi nancial or commodity trans-
actions such as bride-price or dowry continue to perpetrate the  characterisation 
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 21            F   Banda   ,  ‘   “ If You Buy a Cup, Why Would You Not Use It? ”  Marital Rape :  The Acceptable Face 
of Gender Based Violence: Comment on  “ Criminalizing Sexual Violence against Women in Intimate 
Relationships ”   ’  ( 2016 )  109      AJIL Unbound    321    . See also chapters 6, 7 and 8 in this volume.  

 22           NF   Cott   ,   Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation   (  Cambridge ,  MA  ,  Harvard University 
Press   2000 )  11   .  

 23           W   Blackstone   ,   Commentaries on the Laws of England   (  Chicago  ,  University of Chicago Press  
 1979 )  430   .  

 24      ibid, 430 – 33.  
 25      ibid, 432.  
 26            KM   Schelong   ,  ‘  Domestic Violence and the State :  Response to and Rationales for Spousal Batter-

ing, Marital Rape and Stalking  ’  ( 1994 )  78      Marquette Law Review    79, 91    ;       MJ   Anderson   ,  ‘  Marital Immu-
nity, Intimate Relationships, and Improper Inferences :  A New Law on Sexual Offenses by Intimates  ’  
( 2002 )  54      Hastings Law Journal    1465, 1482    ;       RB   Siegel   ,  ‘  The Rule of Love :  Wife Beating as Prerogative 
and Privacy  ’  ( 1995 )  105      Yale Law Journal    2117, 2129 – 30    .  

of women as chattels or property, ideas that continue to be upheld in criminal 
and family law in these countries. 21   

   B. Coverture and the Erasure of a Woman ’ s Legal Personhood  

 In various legal doctrines such as coverture, or  femme couverte  in English com-
mon law and  ‘ marital power ’  in Roman-Dutch law, a woman had no legal identity 
outside of her husband ’ s and was treated in law as a perpetual minor. This is a 
derivative of the Judaeo-Christian doctrine of the husband and wife constitut-
ing  ‘ one fl esh ’ . 22  William Blackstone justifi ed this notion in his infl uential legal 
treatise, in which he stated:  ‘ By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in 
law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during 
the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into her husband ’ s legal 
existence. ’  23  On this view, once unifi ed by marriage, the wife cannot enter into 
any independent legal transaction and her husband could not possibly be charged 
with rape of his wife as she and her husband were one; he could not rape himself. 

 Blackstone also used the coverture doctrine to legitimate a husband ’ s  ‘ chastise-
ment ’  and physical violence towards his wife, as well as the perpetual  ‘ minor ’  legal 
status of women. 24  In his words:  ‘ [A man could] give his wife moderate correction, 
for, as he is to answer for her misbehaviour, the law thought it reasonable to intrust 
[ sic ] him with this power of restraining her, by domestic chastisement, in the same 
moderation that a man is allowed to correct his apprentices or children. ’  25  Black-
stone ’ s views remained infl uential through the eighteenth, nineteenth and even 
the twentieth century. 

 Reforms in both the United States and England in the 1800s led to the 
passage of several Married Woman ’ s Property Acts that legally separated the 
 identities of the spouses and abolished many of the common law restrictions on 
married women ’ s rights. Husbands and wives could even sue one another over 
civil claims such as negligence, or petition the criminal law of assault. 26  Marital 
rape was nevertheless deemed an exemption, as is elaborated in the next section. 
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 27            A   Tunc   ,  ‘  Husband and Wife under French Law :  Past, Present, Future  ’  ( 1956 )  104      University of 
Pennsylvania Law Review    1064    .  

 28      See       L   Neville Brown   ,  ‘  The Reform of French Matrimonial Property Law  ’  ( 1965 )  14      American 
Journal of Comparative Law    308    .  

 29            LA   Sponsler   ,  ‘  The Status of Married Women under the Legal System of Spain  ’  ( 1982 )  3      Journal 
of Legal History    125    .  

 30      See eg V Venkatesh,  ‘ Pluralistic Legal Systems and Marital Rape: Cross-National Considerations ’ , 
chapter 5 in this volume.  

 31            RH   Bloch   ,  ‘  The American Revolution, Wife Beating, and the Emergent Value of Privacy  ’  ( 2007 )  5   
   Early American Studies   :    An Interdisciplinary Journal    223    .  

 32      ibid, 226.  
 33      ibid, 230 – 33.  
 34      ibid, 244 – 49.  

 Similarly, under the French  dotal  system, wives had no legal capacity and were 
considered to be under  ‘ perpetual tutorship ’ . They could not even appear in any 
legal proceedings without permission from their husbands. 27  It was only in 1938 
that the incapacity of married women was revoked in France, but property law 
changes took several more decades of reform. 28  In Spain, women had no legal 
capacity until reforms slowly began in 1958. 29  

 England, France and Spain, as well as the Netherlands, were all colonis-
ing nations which imposed their laws through their colonial empires. In many 
postcolonial countries, these colonial-era laws and doctrines continue to exist 
without much progressive change and they continue to pose signifi cant barriers 
for reforming sexual assault and other laws entrenching gender inequality. 30   

   C. Privacy Rights over the Household  

 By the early nineteenth century, especially during the American Revolution, a nas-
cent right to privacy within the family institution emerged in America. This right 
asserted an insulated private sphere which a government could not penetrate with 
its policies. 31  As Ruth Bloch explains, the household shrouded in a mantle of pri-
vacy rights  ‘ worked to reinforce the unequal relationships between masters and 
slaves, parents and children, husbands and wives ’ . 32  

 Before the Revolution, although  ‘ reasonable chastisement ’  by husbands was 
legally allowed, women could get some protection against this violence by using 
criminal law to make a  ‘ breach of peace ’  claim. Breach of peace was understood as 
an action against the sovereign as opposed to assault, which was a lesser, civil claim 
between individuals and which afforded women no reprieve. 33  

 After the American Revolution, assault was reclassifi ed as a crime, which could 
be used by wives as well. Several laws were passed to recognise divorce, thus 
desanctifying marriage. Nevertheless, despite the increase in available remedies 
for women, Bloch argues that the Revolution also brought about notions of pri-
vacy of the household, a concept ideologically favoured by judges and legislatures. 
As a result, marital violence, including marital rape, was delegated as a private act 
beyond the reach of the law. 34   
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   D.  Protection of Men ’ s Honour and the Attribution 
of Women ’ s Shame  

 Male-dominant and misogynist concepts of  ‘ honour ’  have often been used and 
continue to be used to justify acts of violence against women. Indeed, this has 
been captured by the term  ‘ honour-based violence ’ . 35  Notions of honour in some 
patriarchal societies, as in some religious interpretations, are tied to the strict and 
oppressive regulation of women ’ s lives, bodies and sexuality. 

 Historically and in some countries still today, if an unmarried woman is raped, 
marriage to her rapist is mandated to rescue her  ‘ honour ’  and absolve her family 
of the loss of a virginal daughter. 36  One rationale is that the raped woman has been 
 ‘ spoiled ’  for use by her future husband who is supposed to be entitled to exclusive 
sexual access to a woman. 

 In more than a dozen countries, including those in the Middle East – North 
Africa (eg Jordan and Tunisia) and in Africa (Angola, Cameroon, Equatorial 
Guinea and Eritrea), a rapist can still escape punishment if he marries his 
victim. 37  In the European Community, until September 2015, Bulgaria ’ s penal 
code allowed a rapist to escape punishment, even when it was  statutory rape , if it 
was followed by marriage. 38  Despite the changes made in 2015 to the law, spousal 
rape remains rarely prosecuted in Bulgaria, indicating the continued infl uence of 
the patriarchal values behind the repealed law. In many countries, such provisions 
were repealed only in the last two decades. 39  In Argentina, this legal doctrine, also 
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(UN Women, 2005) 4,   www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/beijing/beijingat10/D.%20Violence%20
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 43      Organizing Committee of the CEDAW Shadow Report by Civil Society,  ‘ Brazil and Compli-
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called  Avenimiento , was removed from the penal code only in 2012. 40  Several other 
Latin American countries, such as Guatemala (2006), 41  Costa Rica (2007) 42  and 
Brazil (2005), 43  repealed their provisions only in the late 2000s.  

   E.  Extension of Immunity for Sexual Assault to Any 
Male Intimate  

 Although many of the justifi cations for the marital rape exemption come from the 
patriarchal social construction of marriage, the exemption is often extended to all 
socially sanctioned relationships between men and women. For example, those 
US states that still maintain some form of marital rape exemption also extend it to 
other intimate partner relationships. 44  Intimate relationships for the purposes of 
the exemption are limited to cohabitants in some states, while others also include 
 ‘ voluntary social companions ’ . 45  Delaware ’ s code from 1986 to 1988 exempted 
from fi rst-degree rape all perpetrators who were  ‘ voluntary social companions ’  
or who had sexual intercourse with the victim in the previous 12 months. 46  Rape 
shield laws and evidentiary requirements continue to codify implied consent in 
intimate relationships, even in countries which have long removed the marital 
rape exemption. 47  

 In countries where extramarital relationships are not socially accepted, justifi ca-
tions to provide immunity to the perpetrators differ substantively from arguments 
in favour of the marital rape exemption, but are rooted in similar patriarchal con-
structions of a woman ’ s lack of autonomy. In countries where only marital rela-
tionships are exempted from rape laws, one would logically expect extramarital 
relationships to be included within the defi nition of rape. Yet, women victims in 
such cases are constructed as promiscuous and without  ‘ honour ’ , and usually have 
even less access to justice than raped women who are spouses; the latter can at least 
rely on divorce and domestic violence civil protections, if not the criminal law. 48  
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Such social norms also seep into the decisions by the police and judiciary, making 
it almost impossible to pursue criminal action. 49   

   F.  Instrumentalist and Procedural Justifi cations for the Marital 
Rape Exception  

 One line of argument for maintaining the marital rape exemption in criminal law 
is based on the claim that criminal laws are themselves not the right forum for 
addressing marital rape. On this view, criminal law hinders possible reconciliation 
and needlessly permits state intervention into the privacy and sanctity of family 
life. The claim is further made that women sexually assaulted in marriage can use 
alternative remedies that are available in law such as assault and battery, or can 
pursue civil claims under domestic violence regulations. 50  

 Along similar lines, arguments in favour of keeping a marital rape exemp-
tion are also based on the idea that it is necessary to protect men from malicious 
accusations or threats of criminal complaints by their wives and that protecting 
men from criminal liability for marital rape maintains peace and harmony in the 
household. 51  This viewpoint prioritises men ’ s immunity over women ’ s sexual 
safety in marital relationships and further entrenches the rape myth that women 
are likely to fabricate claims of sexual assault.  

   G. Marriage as a Contractual  ‘ Sacrament ’   

 The view of marriage as a contractual sacrament in which wives were, as part of 
the contract, to service husbands sexually, made marital rape impossible in some 
nations. Under Imperial Chinese law, for example, the fathers of the bride and 
groom were contracting parties to a marriage and marriage symbolised  ‘ submis-
sion of maturing children to family roles and fi lial duty ’ . 52  The wife ’ s consent 
played no role and no Chinese jurist even thought it necessary to ponder the 
concept of absence of consent and marital rape at any point. 53  In Western legal 
systems, consent of the wife may be required for a marriage to be legitimate, but 
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once a marriage is legitimated, the husband and wife were bound together in a sac-
rament  ‘ before God ’ , owing to each other a  ‘ marital debt ’  of sexual service marked 
by  ‘ continuous ’  consent. 54  These are paradigmatic examples of an underlying 
notion that marriage is a social institution where sexual intercourse is to be freely 
expected and available to husbands on demand, and one in which wives must have 
a lowered expectation of sexual autonomy. This viewpoint is often evident in the 
statements of media, legislators and the judiciary who oppose lifting the marital 
rape exemption. 55  

 For example, when challenged by her government ’ s reluctance to criminalise 
marital rape, the Indian Women and Child Development Minister recently opined 
that: 

  The concept of marital rape, as understood internationally, cannot be suitably applied in 
the Indian context due to various factors, including levels of education, illiteracy, poverty, 
myriad social customs and values, religious beliefs, [and] the mindset of the society to 
treat the  marriage as sacrament  [emphasis added]. 56   

 In another example, a decade after South Africa criminalised marital rape, in 
an infamous case of marital rape which came before the High Court, the judge 
decided that the victim  ‘ must have come knowing that this [sexual intercourse] 
was either likely to happen or was going to happen  …  given the nature of their 
relationship ’ . The judge further stated that  ‘ this rape should therefore be treated 
differently from the rape of one stranger by another between whom consensual 
intercourse was almost unthinkable ’ . 57  

 The recurring rationales legitimating men ’ s rights to sexual access to their wives 
thematically relate to various expressions of gender inequality. As will be seen from 
the analysis below, the marital rape exemption has existed in law (and has also 
been contested) over many historical epochs, and in most of the world ’ s nations.   

   III. Comparative Analysis of the Marital Rape 
Exemption around the World  

 Recent and increasing attention to the problem of gendered violence in general, 
and marital rape in particular, has led to attempts to document what countries 
around the world are doing, and still need to do, to remedy it. There is no accurate 
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international database on marital rape legislation, although the UN and the World 
Bank have each constructed helpful global databases on marital rape legislation. 58  
These two databases provide essential information giving an international snap-
shot of law reform on gendered violence, but they are constructed around some 
methodological and defi nitional differences. Both the databases also have some 
limitations. 

 The defi nition of what constitutes criminalisation also appears to differ between 
reports and databases, leading to inconsistent statistics. For example, according to 
the UN Gender Statistics database, only 52 countries have laws on marital rape, 
which excludes several countries that are known to have criminalised marital rape 
such as the United Kingdom, Israel, Spain and the Netherlands. 59  The reason for 
this discrepancy is that the database only includes  ‘ instances where the law explic-
itly criminalises marital rape, without qualifi cations ’ , since explicit criminalisa-
tion is considered to be the  ‘ best practice ’ . 60  Explicit criminalisation means that a 
country has legislated to state expressly that rape or sexual assault in a marriage is 
subject to criminal penalty; though not having this kind of  ‘ explicit ’  criminalisa-
tion does not, in theory, preclude the prosecution of a husband for raping a spouse 
under the country ’ s general rape laws. Explicit criminalisation includes countries 
such as Canada where the criminalisation of marital rape is stated in the amending 
legislative act or bill, if not in the penal code. 61  

 Even while using the defi nition of  explicit  criminalisation, there are still many 
discrepancies between various reports on which countries prohibit marital rape. 
The UN Gender Statistics surprisingly includes Malaysia and the United States 
(where only some states explicitly criminalise marital rape), which are excluded 
in the explicit criminalisation category in the World Bank database. According to 
the World Bank database, there are 77 countries in which legislation has  ‘ explic-
itly criminalised marital rape ’ . 62  This includes several countries, such as Bolivia, 
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Indonesia, Italy, Uzbekistan and Taiwan, which are not included in the UN 
Gender Statistics database. Also, the UN Secretary General ’ s Violence against 
Women study declared in 2006 that marital rape was prosecutable in at least 104 
states, evidently not limiting its analysis to just the 32 states where marital rape 
was explicitly deemed a  ‘ specifi c criminal offence ’  at that time. 63  

 Only 39 countries, according to the World Bank database, do not criminal-
ise marital rape in any form. These countries, according to the methodology 
of the World Bank, do not have  ‘ explicit ’  legislation criminalising spousal rape, 
nor do they allow women to fi le complaints against their spouses for rape, or 
they have explicit exemption for husbands from facing criminal penalties, or 
laws that exempt perpetrators from criminal penalties if they marry the victim. 
Most of these countries have an explicit marital rape exemption. There are 
11 countries in this category from Sub-Saharan Africa, including Kenya and 
Malawi. However, Ghana is considered to have criminalised marital rape, albeit 
not explicitly. 64  

   A. Limitations of the Data and Some Notes on Method  

 As useful as the World Bank data is, there are several concerns with the data 
(as well as with the data in the UN reports), which we outline below. 

 First, as noted above, there are errors in the  ‘ explicit criminalisation ’  classifi ca-
tions. Additionally, the methodology claims that under  ‘ explicit ’  criminalisation, 
the database only includes countries that (a) explicitly provide for penal pun-
ishment  and  (b) do not exclude spousal prosecution under any circumstances, 
even where there is no evidence of divorce or separation. Yet, there is no informa-
tion on whether marital rape is criminalised as part of the penal code provision 
on rape or whether it is part of separate domestic violence legislation, with lesser 
penalties or civil remedies for sexual assault in a marital relationship. 

 One glaring example is that of Nigeria. The World Bank database states that 
marital rape is explicitly criminalised in Nigeria, pointing to a 2007 Domestic Vio-
lence regulation. But the regulation did not change the criminal law defi nition of 
rape. Marital rape continued to be exempted by the penal codes in the northern 
and southern regions as well as in the sharia criminal law-administered region. 65  
It was only in 2015 that Nigeria passed the Violence Against Persons (Prohibition) 
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Act 2015, which signifi cantly broadened the defi nition of rape. However, there still 
remain some doubts about whether marital rape is criminal, since the legislation 
did not explicitly remove the marital rape exemption. In any case, the World Bank 
does not rely on the new legislation to classify Nigeria. 66  

 Indonesia is also included among the explicit criminalisation countries in the 
World Bank database. However, the marital rape exemption continues to exist in 
its penal code, 67  although the Domestic Violence Eradication Act of 2004 made 
marital rape an offence punishable with imprisonment for 4 – 12 years or a fi ne 
not exceeding 36 million rupiahs. 68  The World Bank database does not account 
for this inconsistency. Bhutan is included in both the UN and World Bank data-
bases as having explicitly criminalised marital rape, which it did in its 2004 penal 
code, but it is classifi ed as only a  ‘ petty misdemeanour ’ . 69  The code thus still dis-
tinguishes rape based on one ’ s marital status. 

 In other examples, neither database includes Israel or the United Kingdom, 
even though the judiciary explicitly ruled against and overturned the marital rape 
exemptions in these countries. 70  Judicial decisions thus appear as less signifi cant 
compared to legislation, an approach that belies a contextual understanding of 
various legal systems. 

 Latin America (including Mexico) and the Caribbean (LAC) form the largest 
bloc with explicit criminalisation (around 62.5 per cent). Only about half of the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries 
have explicitly criminalised marital rape (17 out of 32 countries). No Muslim or 
Arab country in the Middle East – North Africa has explicitly criminalised marital 
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rape, although eight countries in this region allow for criminal rape complaints to 
be fi led by wives, according to the World Bank. 71  Only 14 out of 47 countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa have explicit criminalisation, while 36 countries allow crimi-
nal complaints to be fi led. 72  

 Secondly, using data on whether a woman can otherwise fi le a criminal com-
plaint against her husband as a proxy for non-explicit criminal prosecution can 
also lead to discrepancies. For example, the database claims marital rape is crimi-
nalised in China, albeit not explicitly, since China allegedly allows wives to fi le a 
complaint. However, other reports and news articles assert that marital rape is not 
illegal in China even though the penal code does not have an explicit exemption. 73  
In fact, even China ’ s most recent domestic violence bill does not include any 
mention of marital rape. 74  

 Third, the World Bank database is unable to reconcile the multiple criminal law 
regimes that can exist in federal states such as the United States. The United States 
is rightly excluded from the countries that have explicitly declared marital rape to 
be a crime in their legislation because the treatment of marital rape differs signifi -
cantly from state to state. In some states, marital rape is given a lesser penalty and 
has higher evidentiary requirements of proof. 75  However, this analysis is absent in 
the database and the report relies on the laws in New York State, which has one of 
the most equitable treatments of marital rape, thereby obscuring the inconsisten-
cies throughout other jurisdictions in the country. 

 Lastly, in general, the World Bank ’ s methodology (and that of the UN) appears 
limited to a plain reading of statutes and legislation. We are therefore left with no 
information as to how consent is actually interpreted, for example, or if or how the 
judiciary has actually ever applied the law.  
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   B. Classifying Legal Systems  

 In our comparative analysis of the status of the marital rape exemption in the 
world ’ s countries, we have grouped countries based in part on the structure 
of their legal systems (whether rooted in common law or civil law legal struc-
tures), and in part on their status as  ‘ originating ’  common/civil law nations or as 
nations who have received these legal systems and traditions through colonial 
imposition. 

 The classifi cation of legal systems created by the University of Ottawa ’ s JuriGlobe 
project identifi es countries and areas of the world as follows: civil law systems and 
mixed systems with civil law; common law systems and mixed systems with com-
mon law; customary law systems and mixed systems with customary law; Muslim 
law systems and mixed systems with Muslim law; and mixed systems. This clas-
sifi cation shows that, except for fi ve countries which have customary or Islamic 
law mono-systems, the rest of the world is governed by civil and/or common law 
systems or systems mixed with civil and/or common law. 76  The civil/common law 
distinction is important in classifying the trajectories towards criminalisation of 
marital rape and it can address the defi ciencies in the databases that incorporate 
only a superfi cial understanding of marital rape laws. 

 However, a classifi cation that differentiates only on the basis of civil or common 
law will also be defi cient, as colonisation and regional contexts play an important 
role in how gender equality reforms are instituted. 77  Overseas colonies of European 
countries were given their civil or common law system  ‘ exogenously ’  during the 
colonial period. 78  Many of these countries have mixed legal systems where their 
colonial occupier ’ s legal system was mixed with local religious or customary legal 
systems; nevertheless, the meta-structure provided by the common law or civil 
law (as the case may be) plays a signifi cant role in determining the conditions 
and development of legal reforms. To understand the development of marital 
rape and other laws, therefore, not only is the legal system relevant but so too is 
a country ’ s colonial history. 79  Other recent studies have also incorporated colo-
nial history to further classify legal systems. 80  Postcolonial countries are therefore 
classifi ed as countries which  ‘ received ’  a European civil or common law system. 
There are a few countries, such as Nepal, Thailand, Turkey and Japan, where the 
local ruling regime independently adopted foreign common law or civil legal sys-
tems; these countries are also included in the  ‘ received ’  category. 
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 Countries such as England, France, Germany and the Netherlands are classifi ed 
as  ‘ origin ’  countries, where the legal system arose endogenously. 81  Settler countries 
such as the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand are also included 
in this  ‘ origin ’  legal system category, as the national legal system was developed 
and continues to be developed by settler colonial governments who were never 
replaced by Indigenous governments. 

 Recognising the limitations of the databases, in this chapter we organise our 
analysis around classifi cations of types of legal systems, and whether or not these 
legal systems have been borrowed or imposed through colonial histories. Within 
this classifi cation we select a few representative countries to demonstrate how lan-
guage in the penal code, structural aspects of the legal system, and colonial con-
texts matter to whether or not, and how, marital rape is criminalised, which allows 
for a more contextualised and in-depth analysis.  

   C. The Marital Rape Exemption in the Common Law  

   (i) Common Law  ‘ Originating ’  Countries  

 Lord Matthew Hale published a famous dictum in 1736 on marital rape that still 
manifests itself in several common law jurisdictions to this day. Without citing any 
authority, Hale proclaimed that:  ‘ The husband cannot be guilty of a rape commit-
ted by himself upon his lawful wife, for by their mutual matrimonial consent and 
contract, the wife hath given up herself in this kind unto her husband which she 
cannot retract. ’  82  Although marital rape was largely condoned at that time, schol-
ars have pointed out that Hale, even for his time, was a particularly misogynistic 
man whose decisions on the whole were  ‘ strikingly antagonistic to the interests of 
women ’ . 83  

 Hale ’ s dicta on the marital rape exemption, and his assertion that women give 
continuous consent to their husbands upon marriage, became further solidifi ed in 
the late nineteenth century. 

 Interestingly, in the fi rst few cases when marital rape was raised as an issue in 
the courts, judges in both the United States and the United Kingdom expressed 
ambivalence about the persuasiveness of Hale ’ s dicta. 84  For example, the 1888 
case of  Regina v Clarence , the fi rst case in the UK where marital rape was prop-
erly addressed, involved the accused not revealing his venereal disease to his wife 
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during sexual intercourse. Two judges criticised the lack of authority for the 
marital rape exemption and for Hale ’ s dicta. 85  Judge Wills argued that there was 
no  ‘ suffi cient authority ’  and he was not  ‘ prepared to assent ’  to the proposition 
that  ‘ between married persons rape is impossible ’ . 86  He further stated:  ‘ I cannot 
understand why, as a general rule, if intercourse be an assault, it should not be 
rape. ’  87  

 This time period presented a critical moment where the law could have 
avoided institutionalising impunity for marital rape. By the nineteenth century, 
wife-battering was already criminalised in several jurisdictions 88  and respected 
thinkers such as John Stuart Mill were condemning marital rape in strong words. 
Mill famously described a wife as someone who was forever  ‘ chained ’  to her 
husband even if he was a brutal tyrant whom she loathed, and the husband as 
someone who  ‘ can claim from her and enforce the lowest degradation of a human 
being, that of being made the instrument of an animal function contrary to her 
inclination ’ . 89  

 Even as early as the nineteenth century, then, there were strong disagreements in 
legal and political forums in the Anglo-American common law jurisdictions about 
the marital rape exemption. By this time, women were no longer legally charac-
terised as property or chattels and as having no legal existence outside of their 
husbands. In other non-criminal areas of law, such as family, property and mat-
rimonial law, there was no presumption of implied consent between spouses. 90  
There was no legal necessity, therefore, for a spousal exemption for rape in the 
criminal law; indeed, in some ways it was an anomaly at this time. But by the 
late nineteenth century, courts and legislatures had nevertheless uncritically and 
wholeheartedly accepted Hale ’ s dicta that codifi ed implied consent in criminal 
law. 91  

 In 1976, South Australia claimed to be the fi rst jurisdiction in the common law 
world to remove the marital rape exemption when it amended the presumption 
of consent in a marital relationship in its Criminal Code. 92  However, respond-
ing to objections in Parliament, the amendment also included a provision in 
section 73(5) that limited charges for rape and indecent assault in spousal rela-
tionships unless there was accompanying bodily injury, gross indecency, serious 
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and substantial humiliation or threats of the same. 93  In the 1980s, all the other 
Australian jurisdictions amended their laws to end the marital rape immunity, 94  
although it was only in 1992 that the section 73(5) qualifi cations for marital rape, 
that required threats or other harm, were removed. 95  

 Interestingly, in 2012 the Australian High Court held that even if the mari-
tal rape exemption had ever been a part of the common law of the country, it 
was ended by 1935 when South Australia ’ s Criminal Law Consolidation Act was 
enacted. 96  This ruling emerged in an appeal from a man ’ s acquittal for raping his 
wife in 1963, a crime for which he was charged in 2010. The defendant contended 
that spousal rape was not an offence in South Australia in 1963. This argument, 
based on Hale ’ s dicta on irrevocable consent, was soundly repudiated by a major-
ity of Australia ’ s High Court, which dismissed his appeal and found that he could, 
in fact, be tried and convicted for rape of his wife. 97  

 New Zealand specifi cally and unequivocally abolished spousal immunity in 
1985 following Canada in 1983. 98  Canada ’ s 1892 Criminal Code had codifi ed Lord 
Hale ’ s conception of implied consent in marriage. The Code defi ned rape as  ‘ the 
act of a man having carnal knowledge of a woman  who is not his wife  without 
her consent, or with consent, which has been extorted by threats or fear of bodily 
harm ’ . 99  Spousal immunity for rape was reiterated in the Canadian Criminal Code 
of 1970. 100  It was not until 1983 that amendments to the Canadian Criminal Code 
rejected the idea that marriage confers upon men presumed rights of sexual access 
to their wives, and removed spousal immunity in sexual assault law. 101  While this 
was a signifi cant success in Canadian law reform, the transition from law on the 
books to law in practice has been less successful, as judges have, in too many cases, 
failed to apply the same legally required consent analysis to sexual assault cases 
between spouses. 102  

 In the United Kingdom, the marital rape exemption was reaffi rmed in 1976 
in the statutory formulation of rape in the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act, 
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which defi ned rape as  ‘ unlawful sexual intercourse ’  without consent. 103  In an 
early amendment, the Bill in the House of Commons did carry an explicit inclu-
sion of marital rape in the defi nition of rape, but it was removed in subsequent 
readings. 104  

 Soon after the passage of the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act, the English 
courts had to decide what constituted  ‘ unlawful ’  in the defi nition of  ‘ unlawful sex-
ual intercourse ’  in a  ‘ landmark series ’  of marital rape cases that culminated in the 
House of Lords decision in  R v R . 105  By this time Scotland had already eliminated 
the marital rape exemption, 106  and even the English courts had allowed for penal 
remedies under conditions of marital separation. The House of Lords in  R v R  
found that Parliament had not explicitly written a marital rape exemption into 
the Act and removed the exemption from British common law by dramatically 
declaring: 

  [M]arriage is in modern times regarded as a partnership of equals and no longer one 
in which the wife must be the subservient chattel of the husband. Hale ’ s proposition 
involves that by marriage a wife gives her irrevocable consent to sexual intercourse with 
her husband under all circumstances and irrespective of the state of her health or how 
she happens to be feeling at the time. In modern times any reasonable person must 
regard  that conception as quite unacceptable . 107   

 In the United States, statutory codifi cation of Hale ’ s dicta began in the early nine-
teenth century. American courts were much less critical of using Hale ’ s formula-
tion of the marital rape exemption than were British courts. 108  Legislative reform 
and judicial revocation of the marital rape exemption only began slowly in the 
1970s. 109  

 Many of the early law reforms in the United States merely removed the marital 
rape exemption for separated or divorced couples. However, some court decisions 
from various states in the 1980s were quick to abandon the marital rape exemp-
tion, which was deemed to have its source  ‘ in a bare, extra-judicial declaration 
made some 300 years ago ’ . 110  The pivotal 1984 New York Court of Appeals decision 
in  People v Liberta  found the marital rape exemption to be unconstitutional and in 
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violation of the Equal Protection Amendment; on this basis the court rejected the 
assumption that continuous consent existed in a marital relationship. 111  

 Notwithstanding these cases, at least 26 US states still retain spousal immu-
nity for sexual assault in one form or another. 112  In some states, marital immu-
nity even exists for having sex with a wife who is incapacitated or unconscious. 
Astonishingly, this has been found to pertain even when it is the husband who has 
rendered his wife incapacitated without her consent and has then sexually used 
her body. 113  

 In other US jurisdictions, there are separate regulations for marital rape with a 
lower sentence. In other states still, marriage provides cause for exemption from 
being charged with sexual offences of a higher degree. In several states, includ-
ing Oklahoma, Arizona and Connecticut, for a sexual assault in marriage to be 
defi ned as such, it has to be accompanied by actual or threatened physical force or 
violence. In some states, there has to be proof of estrangement or separation, and 
in several states, there are higher evidentiary and reporting requirements. 114  

 In each of these countries, Hale ’ s pronouncement became accepted in the late 
eighteenth century as legal gospel. Despite some strong disagreements in legal and 
political fora, the spousal exemption persisted through most of the nineteenth 
century, demonstrating the strength of the marital rape exemption ’ s anchor within 
a broader and deeply entrenched patriarchal ideology. Fidelity to precedent and 
other rule of law concepts were illusory in this regard, as illustrated by the reason-
ing of the Australian High Court in  PGA v The Queen , which refused to accept 
Hale ’ s dicta as reifying irrevocability of consent in common law, except perhaps 
during Hale ’ s time. 

 The spousal rape exemption nevertheless continues to persist in some 
jurisdictions on the basis of a legal fi ction that expresses misogynistic sociocul-
tural norms obliterating women ’ s right to say no to unwanted sex within mar-
riage. Hale ’ s pronouncement formed the basis and provided the language for the 
statutory law of rape throughout the British Commonwealth and protectorates 
from North America to Israel to Cyprus to countries across Asia, Africa and the 
Caribbean.  

   (ii) Received Common Law Countries  

 The colonial British government introduced codifi ed criminal law across its colo-
nies from the late eighteenth century onwards and included the Hale marital rape 
exemption in various ways. Even after independence, the colonial defi nitions of 
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rape persisted in the postcolonial context without any change, as justifi cations 
began to intermingle with local patriarchal values around women ’ s bodies and 
role of women in the family. Marital rape exemptions in common law countries 
generally fall into two categories, dealt with in the following sections: fi rst, where 
marital rape is explicitly exempted from the rape laws; and second, where rape is 
defi ned as  ‘ unlawful ’  sexual intercourse and the interpretation of the term  ‘ unlaw-
ful ’  renders marital rape exempted or included in the criminal offence. Both kinds 
of codifi cations were initiated during the colonial period and the strategies for 
reforming the penal code have generally followed distinct paths. 

   (a) Wives not Included as Women Legally Protected from Rape  

 In many received common law countries, the codifi cation of marital rape 
immunity took the form of an explicit exception, stating that only perpetrators 
other than husbands could be charged criminally. India ’ s Penal Code, which was 
drafted by Lord Macaulay in 1860, has an exception to the defi nition of rape in 
section 135, stating:  ‘ Sexual intercourse or sexual acts by a man with his own wife, 
the wife not being under ten years of age, is not rape. ’  115  The Indian Penal Code 
was the model for the law in several countries in the British Empire, including 
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Kenya and Ghana. 116  The ten-year age limit was 
later increased to fi fteen years, but the explicit exemption remains to this day in 
India, Singapore and Sri Lanka, even when the age of consent to marriage has 
increased. 117  

 Singapore removed the explicit blanket spousal immunity in 2007 to add excep-
tions to the immunity, limited to when the husband was living apart from his wife 
and either formal separation proceedings had been initiated or there was a protec-
tion order against him. 118  Sri Lanka ’ s law, which had Macaulay ’ s explicit exemp-
tion until amendments in 1995, is currently similar to the Singapore law where 
marital rape immunity is removed for judicially separated spouses. 119  
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 Except for a few countries, such as Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana, which 
have removed the marital rape exemption from their laws, 120  most countries in the 
Caribbean have similar explicit marital rape exemptions permitting prosecution 
only under conditions of separation or if the husband has a sexually transmitted 
disease (as is the case in Jamaica). 121  The existing Caribbean Committee (CARI-
COM) model legislation for sexual offences continues to demand criminalisation 
of marital rape only under specifi c conditions of divorce, separation or direct 
order, indicating a clear commitment to retaining criminal immunity for men 
who sexually assault women to whom they are still married and cohabiting. 122  

 These jurisdictions are also similar to civil law jurisdictions which retain explicit 
marital rape exemptions in their penal codes. As will be discussed in the section 
on civil law and mixed countries, in such cases, the exemptions tend to have been 
judicially overruled on the basis of state obligations to fulfi l constitutional and 
international human rights protections to women raped in marriages.  

   (b)  ‘ Unlawful ’  Sexual Intercourse and Silent Exemptions  

 In many received common law countries, the penal code has been more ambigu-
ous on the question of marital rape, resembling the UK Sexual Offences (Amend-
ment) Act of 1976, which defi ned rape as  ‘ unlawful ’  sexual intercourse without 
consent, where  ‘ unlawful ’  was  interpreted  to exclude sexual intercourse between 
a husband and wife. 123  In Malawi, for example, the penal code on rape makes no 
reference to marital status. Section 132 defi nes rape as non-consensual  ‘ unlaw-
ful carnal knowledge ’ . 124  It is, however, uniformly accepted as a matter of com-
mon legal knowledge that marital rape is not criminalised under common law or 
customary rules. 125  

 In Kenya, rape is defi ned in section 3 of the Sexual Offences Act as an inten-
tional act committed  ‘ unlawfully ’  and which involves penetration without 
consent. 126  Section 3 has no explicit exemption; section 43 provides the mean-
ing for  ‘ intentional and unlawful ’  and contains an explicit exception clause, which 
states that  ‘ the section shall not apply in respect of persons who are lawfully mar-
ried to each other ’ . 127  Kenya falls somewhere in between the two categories with an 
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explicit exemption only in the interpretation clause for  ‘ unlawful ’ , which is not as 
unambiguous as the Macaulay codes. 128  

 How has the term  ‘ unlawful ’  been interpreted in other received common law 
jurisdictions ?  Since the marital rape exemption arose out of an exercise of judicial 
interpretation, it arguably leaves room for a different legal interpretation of what 
is  ‘ unlawful ’ , as is evidenced by the House of Lords decision in  R v R . 129  This poten-
tial may be especially enhanced in countries with mixed legal systems, where the 
most progressive interpretation among the various systems can be selected as the 
interpretive source. 

 The Israeli legal system is based on a mixed common law, civil law and Jewish 
law system. The penal code on rape in 1977 was governed by the English common 
law defi nition where marital rape was deemed  lawful  sexual intercourse under 
all circumstances. The Israeli courts removed the marital exemption as early as 
1979/1980. 130  In order to get around the English common law impunity for mari-
tal rape, the Supreme Court interpreted the word  ‘ unlawful ’  in  ‘ unlawful sexual 
intercourse ’  on the basis of Jewish religious law and principles, to argue that 
unlawful sexual intercourse includes marital rape. 131  

 While South African law is mainly derived from Roman-Dutch civil law, it also 
contains infl uences of English common law. 132  By 1992, in  R v R , the marital rape 
exemption had been rejected in English common law, but the exemption persisted 
in Roman-Dutch law. When a marital rape case came before a South African court 
that same year, the lower court convicted the husband, using the same argument 
as in  R v R , that the marital rape impunity was obsolete and that the exemption 
had never been properly assimilated into African or Ciskei (part of South Africa) 
law. 133  However, unlike the Israeli Supreme Court, the South African Court of 
Appeal followed the conservative Roman-Dutch civil law interpretation in a 1993 
ruling to maintain the marital rape exception, even though the common law had 
already changed in England. 134  

 In general, once  R v R  was decided in England, it provided the much-needed 
impetus to change the law in other common law countries or countries with mixed 
common law. In 2002, the Hong Kong legislature decided to make its rape laws 
consistent with the British decision in  R v R  and its interpretation of  ‘ unlawful ’ . 135  
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To explicitly bring marital rape into its criminal law legislation on rape, Hong 
Kong added a phrase in its criminal law stating that  ‘ unlawful sexual intercourse 
does not exclude sexual intercourse that a man has with his wife ’ . 136  

 In countries with common law infl uences, there exists some leeway to introduce 
cases from other common law countries for interpretive guidance. In addition to 
the House of Lords decision in  R v R , which has strong persuasive authority, the 
New York Court of Appeal case in  People v Liberta  has also been infl uential, for 
example in the Philippines. 

 The Philippines has a mixed civil and common law system with many areas of 
law relying on a civil law style of codifi cation. Nevertheless, since the American 
occupation, common law statutory interpretation has  ‘ dominated ’  the Philippine 
legal system, especially with respect to their Supreme Court jurisprudence. 137  In 
1997, the Philippine legislature passed an  ‘ Anti-Rape Law ’ , which was silent on 
marital rape but had a clause that allowed for the subsequent  ‘ extinguishment ’  
of the penalty for a husband if the wife forgave him. 138  In 2014, the   Supreme 
Court of the Philippines   was faced with having to interpret whether the legislation 
exempted or penalised marital rape. 139  The lengthy decision covered the history of 
the marital rape exemption from the medieval practice of  ‘ bride-capture ’ , to Hale ’ s 
dicta, to the New York Court of Appeal decision in  People v Liberta.  The Court 
emphasised that the marital rape impunity is a violation of the Philippines ’  inter-
national law obligations. It elaborated at length on the state ’ s commitments to the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 
and the UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women, conclud-
ing  ‘ marriage is not a license to rape ’  and that  ‘ there exists no legal or rational rea-
son for the Court to apply the law and the evidentiary rules on rape any differently 
if the aggressor is the woman ’ s own legal husband ’ . 140     

   D.  The Marital Rape Exemption in  ‘ Originating ’  European 
Civil Law Countries  

   (i) Originating Civil Law Countries  

 The European civil law countries have had similar laws to those of common law 
countries providing impunity for marital rape, which is not surprising given the 
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common religious and social lineage of gender practices across Europe. The penal 
code in some civil law countries was explicit about the exclusion. For example, the 
German code of 1871 was explicit in mandating  extramarital  sexual intercourse 
as one of the necessary elements of rape. 141  The exemption was only removed 
in 1997 during an overhaul of Germany ’ s sexual violence laws. 142  Even after the 
changes in the late 1990s, German laws on sexual assault were considered inad-
equate to provide suffi cient protection, especially because of a requirement that 
the victims should have defended themselves. The German parliament recently 
passed legislation to modify at least some of the problematic provisions in the 
sexual assault laws. 143  

 In cases where the penal code was silent, the judiciary read impunity into the 
existing law if and when a marital rape case came before the courts. Since the 
1970s, however, European courts have usually ruled in favour of criminalisation 
of sexual assault in marriage, as the following examples show. 

 In France, Italy and Spain, the defi nition of rape did not explicitly exclude mari-
tal rape. The French Cour de cassation in the early 1900s interpreted the defi nition 
of rape ( viol ) in the 1808 French penal code to explicitly exclude  ‘ acts of violence ’  
by a husband against his wife from constituting the crime of rape. 144  It was only in 
1990 that the Cour de cassation removed the criminal exemption for husbands. 145  

 The Italian Corte di cassazione decided earlier, in 1976, to interpret rape in the 
penal code as applying to marital relationships. 146  In 1992, the Spanish Tribunal 
Supremo ruled that there was no impunity for marital rape under the constitu-
tional principle of freedom to make one ’ s own decisions in sexual activities. 147  

 The USSR was perhaps the fi rst European country to remove the marital rape 
exemption. The tsarist criminal code in Russia had an explicit marital rape exemp-
tion, but the fi rst criminal code of Soviet Russia in 1926 removed it. 148  At that time 
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sexual freedom was considered to be an essential aspect of self-determination and 
socialism. Marriage was seen as a bourgeois institution, which should not impinge 
on the self-determination rights of women. 149  Other countries in the communist 
bloc which had no marital rape exemption included Czechoslovakia (1950) and 
Poland (1932). 150  Poland had removed its marital rape exemption even before it 
became a communist country. 151  

 The Scandinavian countries are considered to be pioneers in criminalising 
marital rape because their penal codes have not had an explicit marital rape 
exemption since the 1960s. The 1962 Swedish penal code removed all references to 
relationship-based exemptions in its defi nition of rape. 152  It did, however, until 
amendments in 1984, permit for lighter sentencing if the  ‘ woman ’ s relationship to 
the man ’  or any other circumstances implied a  ‘ less grave ’  crime. 153  Norway ’ s laws 
also had no explicit marital rape exemption and the fi rst conviction for marital 
rape occurred in 1974, which was upheld by the Supreme Court. 154  Denmark ’ s 
penal code is also considered as lacking an explicit marital rape exemption. 
Denmark preceded Sweden by a few years in drafting a defi nition of rape without 
reference to marital status. 155  However, until 2013, the Danish Penal Code included 
several marital exemptions, applying many of its sexual assault provisions only 
to  ‘ extra-marital sexual intercourse ’  and reducing or remitting punishment if the 
parties had had sexual relations before or were in a marital relationship. 156  These 
provisions refl ected the stereotypes that have prevailed since the fi rst Danish Penal 
Code in 1866, where rape was mainly punishable only when committed against 
married women by strangers. 157  Rape was seen a violation of women ’ s honour 
because they had been forced into extramarital intercourse. In 2013, the Danish 
Penal Code was amended to remove all mentions of the marital status of the vic-
tim and offender from the provisions. 158   
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   (ii) Received Civil Law Countries  

 Just like the spread of British common law, civil law systems promulgated 
throughout the world as colonising countries introduced civil codes to their 
colonial subjects. Codifi cation of criminal law usually resulted in explicit marital 
rape exemptions in the penal codes of colonised countries. When faced with such 
an explicitly codifi ed exemption for marital rape, legal reform has required sus-
tained, long-drawn legislative campaigns, sometimes over decades. The judiciary 
in civil law postcolonial countries with explicit marital rape exemptions has not 
always been the forum where marital rape has been successfully challenged. The 
courts have been reluctant unilaterally to overturn the marital rape exemption 
without the legislatures having taken the fi rst step, as the following examples 
demonstrate. 

 South Africa was one of the fi rst countries in Africa to criminalise rape in a 
spousal relationship, but through legislative reform. As discussed above, the South 
African appellate court had held that although English law had rejected the mar-
ital rape exemption, although the marital rape exemption in common law was 
based on a fi ction created by Hale, and although it was possibly anachronistic and 
inconsistent with current standards, the exemption was nevertheless part of 
Roman-Dutch law, and therefore a part of South African law. 159  The decision 
led the South African legislature to enact the Prevention of Family Violence Act 
in 1993, even before the South African Constitution came into force. The Act 
removed the provision that exempted husbands from rape charges  ‘ by reason of 
[a woman ’ s] consent in marriage ’ . 160  It also incorporated an explicit marital rape 
criminalisation clause, which stated that  ‘ a husband may be convicted of the rape 
of his wife ’ . 161  

 Another example of successful legislative action from Africa is provided by 
Namibia, which like South Africa is also a mixed civil/common law jurisdiction. 
The Combating of Rape Act came into force in Namibia in June 2000 and was 
considered to be  ‘ one of the most progressive laws on rape in the world ’ . 162  The 
Act overturned many of the colonial-era patriarchal laws around rape that had 
been present in the common and civil law, including the marital rape exemp-
tion. Marital rape was explicitly criminalised in section 2(3) by stipulating 
that  ‘ no marriage or other relationship will be a defence to a charge of rape ’ . 163  
The Act was tabled in 1999 and the inclusion of a marital rape clause was not 
without controversy as male parliamentarians used familiar arguments to 
oppose it, including that it would lead to the break-up of marriages and 
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vexatious,  spurious claims by wives. Lobbying by very active women ’ s groups, 
NGOs, high-ranking female politicians, civil servants and other supporters of the 
bill ensured that the clause remained. 164  

 Once legislatures amended their countries ’  penal codes to include marital rape, 
the higher courts in at least a few countries helped in creating more progres-
sive formulations of the code. The 1990s was a period of increased international 
activism among feminist groups in Latin America, where all countries have civil 
law systems. 165  Women ’ s rights groups used a two-pronged approach combin-
ing intense participation in intergovernmental organisations and international 
policy arenas with grassroots mobilisation. Thus, the legislatures of several Latin 
American countries began to criminalise marital rape. But the judiciary played an 
important role in a few countries in articulating that the new marital rape crimi-
nalisation laws were essential for protecting human rights and in creating more 
progressive interpretation of the law. 

 For example, in 1996, marital rape was criminalised in Colombia. When this 
law was originally enacted, it provided for a lesser punishment for rape within the 
context of marriage than for rape generally. 166  However, the Constitutional Court 
of Colombia declared this difference in punishment unconstitutional. 167  The new 
Penal Code not only affi rmed that sexual assault could take place in intimate rela-
tionships, but, as happened in Canada, it also made rape in spousal or intimate 
relationships  an aggravating factor to rape , warranting a stricter punishment. 168  

 In 1994, Mexico ’ s Supreme Court of Justice ruled that forced sex within mar-
riage is not rape but rather  ‘ an undue exercise of conjugal rights ’ . 169  It also said 
that because the purpose of marriage is procreation, a man can force his wife to 
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have sex if the sex is for that purpose. 170  The case spurred Mexican women ’ s rights 
groups to campaign for a legislative change removing the marital rape exemp-
tion and the Mexican government passed a new law criminalising marital rape 
in 1997. 171  In November 2005, when the next marital rape case came before the 
Mexican Supreme Court, it explicitly overturned the 1994 decision, asserted that 
forced sex within marriage is rape punishable by law, and affi rmed the necessity 
of the legislation for protecting constitutional rights. 172  The Supreme Court of 
Mexico relied on several constitutional rights in its judgment, including the right 
to sexual and reproductive freedom. 173  

 Nepal stands as a notable exception where the judiciary unilaterally overturned 
a marital exception in its penal code that was more than a century old. Nepal was 
not a British colony and remained at least semi-autonomous through the colonial 
era. In the late nineteenth century, the ruling monarchy embraced the codifi cation 
programme that was taking place throughout Europe and its colonies. 174  Nepal ’ s 
legal code, Muluki Ain, was inspired by the Napoleonic code and is an amalgam of 
European civil codes, common law doctrines, and Hindu tenets and scriptures. 175  
When rape was codifi ed, it was defi ned as sexual intercourse below the age of con-
sent (sixteen years) or where there was threat, pressure, coercion or undue infl u-
ence. It was, however, defi ned only in the specifi c contexts of a (unmarried) girl, 
widow or another person ’ s wife, excluding spousal rape from the defi nition. 176  The 
marital rape exemption was continued in the 1963 code, when the country went 
through a period of legal reform. In 2006, the provision was declared constitution-
ally invalid by Nepal ’ s Supreme Court. In a powerful judgment, the Court asserted 
that legal impunity for marital rape is a  ‘ discriminatory practice    …  against the 
provisions of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
against Women and [the letter] and spirit of Articles 11(1), (2) and (3) of the 
Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal ’ . 177  The Court emphasised that women, like 
all human beings, have the right to equal protection of the law without discrimina-
tion, the right to live with self-respect (dignity), and rights of self-determination 
and independent existence, all of which were infringed by the marital rape 
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exemption. In the same way that the Philippines Supreme Court used foreign 
case law such as  People v Liberta  in its decision, the Supreme Court of Nepal also 
referred to  R v R  and  People v Liberta  when it declared the marital rape exemption 
invalid. 178  

 The recent higher court decisions in Nepal, Mexico and the Philippines show 
how international human rights norms and domestic constitutional rights pro-
vide the most formidable basis to challenge the marital rape immunity. The Nepal 
Supreme Court was forthright about how laws must be changed to conform to 
conceptions of  ‘ universal values and traditions ’ , where national level laws have 
to reconcile with  ‘ globalisation ’  of values and  ‘ reciprocal international relations ’  
determined by treaties and conventions. 179    

   E. Summary  

 In conclusion, originating countries with endogenous civil law codes were the fi rst 
to remove the marital rape exemption. Originating common law countries began 
to criminalise marital rape only in the late 1970s, coinciding with the activism of 
their women ’ s rights movements. Marital rape cases are rarely litigated and even 
more rarely reach the higher level of courts. Legal change has therefore more often 
happened in legislative institutions, not because of some intrinsic enlightened 
perspective of legislatures but because of the work and advocacy of feminist and 
other social justice grassroots organisations in pushing for this legal change. 

 Furthermore, in these countries before the 1970s, domestic courts supported 
legislatures in upholding the marital rape exemption. The trends in the United 
States, Israel and Italy show that after the 1970s, the courts shifted and have been 
responsive towards overturning the marital rape exemption so long as anti-gender 
discrimination laws were also recognised at that time. 

 Where penal codes are explicit in exempting sexual assault in marriage from the 
defi nition of rape, the judiciary has typically also been reluctant to step in where 
the legislature has not tread. Common law penal codes are unique in using the 
language of  ‘ unlawful ’  to defi ne rape, which has been somewhat easier to reinter-
pret as including marital rape than codes with stronger language. Common law 
courts in receiving countries with such ambiguous language have more leeway 
than other courts to rely on foreign and international human rights to resolve the 
ambiguity. 

 As constitutionalism, feminism and international human rights took root as 
global movements, legislatures began to respond, removing marital rape exemp-
tions. The judiciary also played an important role in interpreting ambiguous 
codes and articulating the rights analysis underlying marital rape criminalisation. 
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The recent decisions by the Mexican, Nepalese, Philippines and other courts reveal 
expanded judicial understandings of how rights are intertwined, how marital 
rape expresses structural inequalities that women face in intimate relationships, 
and how extending rights in one area of law, such as sexual assault, reinforces 
and strengthens women ’ s rights to equal benefi t of the law in other areas, such 
as reproductive rights and anti-discrimination and procedural rights. In the next 
section of the chapter, we elaborate on the fundamental human rights norms and 
instruments making the criminalisation of marital rape imperative.   

   IV. Human Rights Law Requiring Criminalisation 
of Marital Rape  

   A. Introduction  

 More and more countries have criminalised marital rape over the last two dec-
ades, putting those countries that have failed to do so in the minority. Until 1997, 
only 17 states had criminalised marital rape. 180  By 2006, more than 50 states had 
followed suit 181  and now fewer than 50 states still entirely protect marital rape 
from penal prosecution. This trajectory has been lock-step with changes in the 
international human rights forums where women ’ s rights, especially within the 
household, have slowly gained acceptance. Moreover, the public/private distinc-
tion that plagued international human rights law by focusing only on violations 
by state actors and privileging privacy in the family over gender justice has been 
slowly dismantled. 182  

 As  People v Liberta  was being litigated in the United States and the marital rape 
amendment was being debated in Canada, the fi rst international multilateral 
instrument against marital rape was adopted in the European Parliament. The 
1986 Resolution of Violence Against Women called for the legal recognition of 
marital rape. 183  In the international human rights forum, a 1982 ECOSOC reso-
lution labelled domestic violence and rape as offences against the dignity of the 
person, but it did not specifi cally address marital rape. 184  
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 The turning point came with the biggest milestone in international women ’ s 
rights law, achieved by the passage of the Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). 185  This was followed 
by two signifi cant human rights instrument that directly addressed violence 
against women: General Recommendation 19 by the CEDAW Committee 186  
and the Vienna Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women 
(DEVAW). 187  

 Using these instruments as sources, regional and international human rights 
bodies, spurred on by the involvement of very active women ’ s rights groups from 
across the globe, fi rmly institutionalised a due-diligence obligation on states to 
adequately prevent, combat and remedy marital rape, domestic violence and other 
acts of gender violence. 

 This was accomplished through a plethora of international and regional 
women ’ s rights conferences specifi cally focusing on violence against women, the 
appointment of special committees, investigators and rapporteurs and the passage 
of multiple declarations. The due-diligence obligation was also infl uenced by cases 
brought before international and regional human rights adjudication bodies, the 
publication of reports, participation of NGOs in committee work, and affi rmation 
of state and international responsibility to combat gender-based violence in all 
spheres by high-profi le actors such as the UN Secretary General, combined with 
intense local activism by domestic women ’ s rights groups. 

 The CEDAW Committee, UN Special Rapporteurs on violence against women, 
and several UN bodies have all recognised that criminalising sexual and physical 
violence against women in all its forms is essential for combating gender discrimi-
nation and for providing women with equal protection against violence under the 
law. At this point, the duty of states to criminalise marital rape can no longer be 
thought of as only an emergent norm. Instead, it is an established human rights 
obligation. 188  For these reasons, a state that fails to criminalise marital rape is also 
failing to live up to internationally recognised human rights obligations towards 
its citizens. The next sections will elaborate on the key international and regional 
instruments relevant to the criminalisation of marital rape.  
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   B.  Sources of International Human Rights Law Requiring an 
End to the Marital Rape Exemption  

   (i)  The 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination Against Women  

 CEDAW was adopted in 1979 by the UN General Assembly and came into force 
in 1981. Consisting of a preamble and 30 articles, the Convention is the primary 
international human rights instrument defi ning what constitutes discrimination 
against women and setting up an agenda for national action to end such discrimi-
nation. Marital status is specifi cally listed as a prohibited ground of  ‘ distinction, 
exclusion or restriction ’ . 189  

 However, this Convention contains a glaring omission: violence against 
women — unlike other issues such as the right to vote — was not explicitly 
addressed. CEDAW mentions  ‘ discrimination ’  22 times,  ‘ equal ’  or  ‘ equality ’  34 
times and  ‘ human rights ’  fi ve times, yet makes no mention of violence, rape, sexual 
assault, domestic violence and abuse, or battery. 

 The drafting of CEDAW took place in the 1970s, when the movement on 
violence against women in the family and society was still nascent and con-
fi ned within states. It had yet to become an international movement. Within a 
few years, however, it became an issue for debate in international forums with 
increased reports on the widespread prevalence of violence against women and an 
emerging recognition of its human and economic impacts. Since it was not politi-
cally possible to create an entirely new convention addressing violence against 
women at that point, a  ‘ two-pronged approach ’  was initiated by women ’ s rights 
advocates. 190  First, the UN Commission on the Status of Women began draft-
ing a non-binding declaration on violence against women, and second, the 
CEDAW Committee simultaneously began to draft General Recommendation 19, 
which would provide a binding obligation on state signatories to combat gender 
violence.  

   (ii) CEDAW ’ s General Recommendation 19 (1992)  

 The CEDAW Committee attempted to fi ll the gap created by the lack of refer-
ence to violence against women in CEDAW by using an arguably retroactive  ‘ crea-
tive interpretation ’  in drafting General Recommendation 19 (GR 19) in 1992. 191  
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GR 19 explicitly extended the defi nition of discrimination in Article 1 of CEDAW to 
include gender-based violence, which  ‘ is violence that is directed against a woman 
because she is a woman or violence that disproportionately affects women ’ . 192  It 
includes acts that infl ict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, threats of 
such acts, coercion and other deprivations of liberty. 

 In a strongly worded section, GR 19 declares that domestic or family violence, 
including rape within the family, breaches Articles 16 and 5 of CEDAW: 

  23. Family violence is  one of the most insidious forms  of violence against women. It is 
prevalent in all societies. Within family relationships women of all ages are subjected 
to violence of all kinds, including battering,  rape , other forms of sexual assault, mental 
and other forms of violence, which are perpetuated by traditional attitudes. Lack of eco-
nomic independence forces many women to stay in violent relationships. The abrogation 
of their family responsibilities by men can be a form of violence, and coercion. These 
forms of violence put women ’ s health at risk and impair their ability to participate in 
family life and public life on a basis of equality. 193   

 GR 19 further recognised violence against women as  ‘ a form of discrimination 
that seriously inhibits women ’ s ability to enjoy rights and freedoms on a basis of 
equality with men ’ , thus setting the stage to claim that the right to be free from 
gender violence is at least a derivative right based on fundamental and widely 
accepted rights, even though not explicitly stated in CEDAW. 194  

 Other regional and international treaty bodies also fi rmly support this formu-
lation, and following GR 19, they have demanded that their Member States fulfi l 
their obligations to protect these fundamental rights by instituting measures and 
legislating laws specifi cally to combat violence against women. These general rights 
and freedoms include, inter alia, the right to equality in the family, 195  the right to 
liberty and security of person, 196  the right to equal protection under the law, 197  
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Comment No 14, UN Comm on Econ  &  Soc Council, Comm on Econ, Soc  &  Cultural Rights, General 
Comment No 16, para 27, UN Doc E/C.12/2005/4 (11 August 2005).  
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Parties, UN Doc CAT/C/GC/2/CRP.1/Rev.4 (23 November 2007), paras 21, 18 – 22. See also     Aydin 
v Turkey    (No 50), 1996 – VII 75 Eur Ct HR 1866, para 86  ( 1997 )  ;     Opuz v Turkey  ,  Eur Ct HR App No 
33401/02  ( 2009 )  .  

 200      See UN HR Comm, Concluding Observations on Colombia, UN Doc A/52/40 (1997), para 287; 
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Crossroads  ’   in     Philip   Alston    and    James   Crawford    (eds),   The Future of UN Human Rights Treaty 
Monitoring   (  Cambridge  ,  Cambridge University Press ,  2000 )  79    .  

the right to the highest standard attainable of physical and mental health, 198  and 
the right not to be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment. 199  Other rights violated by states ’  failure to address marital rape 
include the rights to life, 200  sexual self-determination, human dignity, humane 
treatment, individual privacy, effective judicial recourse, safety, physical and men-
tal integrity, integrity of the person, and sexual and reproductive choice. 201  

 GR 19 imposes a list of obligations that states must fulfi l in order to protect 
women, which include penal sanctions along with preventative and protective 
measures. Specifi c to family violence, these measures should include criminal pen-
alties where necessary and civil remedies in cases of domestic violence, legislation 
to remove any defence of  ‘ honour ’ , and the provision of services to ensure the 
safety and security of victims of family violence. GR 19 also places an obligation 
on states to report on the measures they have taken to combat each kind of vio-
lence and the impact of the measures. 202  

 Despite a number of reservations, CEDAW is the second most widely accepted 
international human rights treaty after the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child (CRC). There are currently 189 state parties to the Convention. 203  The 
CEDAW Committee also has the largest membership of all the UN human rights 
treaty bodies with 23 members, making it the most representative of all the 
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 205      The United States is among the states that do not accept the opinions of treaty bodies as authori-
tative (see US Department of State,  Response of the United States to List of Issues to Be Taken Up in 
Connection With the Consideration of the Second and Third Periodic Reports of the United States of 
 America  (27 July 2006)). However, courts in many jurisdictions, including several in the United States, 
have recognised that treaty bodies ’   ‘ interpretations deserve to be given  considerable weight  in determin-
ing the meaning of a relevant right and the existence of a violation ’  (emphasis added). See Interna-
tional Law Association, Committee on Human Rights Law and Practice, Final Report on the Impact of 
Findings of the United Nations Human Rights Treaty Bodies (2004) para 148.  

 206      UN HR Comm, Concluding Observations on Colombia, UN Doc A/52/40 (1997), para 287; UN 
HR Comm, Concluding Observations on Peru, UN Doc A/52/40 (1997), para 167. In several conclud-
ing observations, the Human Rights Committee has specifi cally demanded that the member states 
criminalise marital rape. See eg UN HR Comm, Concluding Observations on Sri Lanka, UN Doc 
CCPR/CO/79/LKA, para 20 (2003).  

 207            NA   Englehart   ,  ‘  CEDAW and Gender Violence :  An Empirical Assessment  ’  ( 2014 )  2014      Michigan 
State Law Review    265, 268 – 74, 279 – 80    .  

 208      ibid, 275.  

 committees. 204  By ratifying CEDAW, states also accept the jurisdiction of the 
treaty body to monitor state compliance and to provide the substantive con-
tent for the rights and the nature of obligations through general comments and 
recommendations. 205  These factors militate against the claim that the CEDAW 
Committee invented a non-existing obligation, which was not assumed by states 
when they signed the Convention. Also, Member States have dutifully accepted 
the obligations imposed by CEDAW (even if they are imperfectly fulfi lled), as 
evidenced in their periodic reports, not only to the CEDAW Committee but also 
to the UN Human Rights Committee. In these reports, states are required to 
present evidence on how they have addressed violence against women, including 
marital rape. 206  

 GR 19, along with DEVAW, discussed next, seems to have been especially suc-
cessful in diffusing a normative standard of due-diligence obligations of states to 
combat gender violence. A recent study on the impact of GR 19 fi nds that state 
parties to CEDAW were more likely to have anti-gender violence and domestic 
violence laws enacted since 1996 than non-state parties. 207  The number of pieces 
of legislation enacted and institutions built to combat domestic violence and vio-
lence against women increased drastically beginning in the late 1990s, and  ‘ states 
rapidly conformed to General Recommendations 12 and 19, despite their rather 
loose basis in the treaty itself  ’ . 208   

   (iii)  The 1993 UN Vienna Declaration on the Elimination of Violence 
against Women (DEVAW)  

 GR 19 must be read along with the 1993 DEVAW, which is an exceptional instru-
ment that unambiguously spotlights gendered violence as an international human 
rights issue. Although it is non-binding, DEVAW clearly shows international 
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 209      UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (DEVAW) (n 187), Art 1 
(emphasis added).  

 210      ibid, Art 2 (emphasis added).  
 211      ibid, preamble.  
 212      ibid, Art 4.  

consensus and political commitment to combat violence against women in all its 
forms. DEVAW defi nes violence against women as: 

  Any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical,  sexual  
or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or  in private life . 209   

 Article 2 further elucidates the defi nition of violence against women, and specifi -
cally mentions marital rape and violence within the family: 

  2. Violence against women shall be  …  understood to encompass, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

(a)      Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, including bat-
tering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, dowry-related violence, 
 marital rape , female genital mutilation and other traditional practices harmful to 
women, non-spousal violence and violence related to exploitation;   

(b)     Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general com-
munity, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at 
work, in educational institutions and elsewhere, traffi cking in women and forced 
prostitution;   

(c)     Physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated or condoned by the State, 
 wherever it occurs . 210      

 By prohibiting both state violence against women and private violence, DEVAW 
recognises the need to rethink boundaries between public and private life. The 
only aspect differentiating violence by private actors and violence perpetrated 
by the state is the location of the criminal act. Physical, sexual and psychologi-
cal violence within the home is as condemnable in international law as is state-
perpetrated violence. Gendered violence within private relationships was thereby 
proclaimed to be a matter of international concern in DEVAW. 

 Like GR 19, DEVAW affi rms that violence against women constitutes a  ‘ viola-
tion of the rights and fundamental freedoms of women and impairs or nullifi es 
their enjoyment of those rights and freedoms ’ . 211  A state ’ s obligations to punish 
acts of gender violence thus also derive from the state ’ s obligation to prevent viola-
tions of fundamental freedoms recognised in international law. 

 DEVAW also has a programmatic component articulating a due-diligence obli-
gation for states to protect women from violence. All UN Member States, not just 
signatories to CEDAW, have a duty to  ‘ pursue by all appropriate means and with-
out delay a policy of eliminating violence against women ’ . 212  This duty includes 
 ‘ due diligence to prevent, investigate and, in accordance with national legislation, 
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 punish acts of violence against women , whether those acts are perpetuated by the 
State  or by private persons  ’ . 213   

   (iv)  Other Major International Legal Initiatives to End 
Gendered Violence  

 The Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995 and the result-
ing Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action reiterated that violence against 
women is recognised under international law as including  ‘ physical, sexual and 
psychological violence occurring  in the family , including battering  …   marital 
rape   …  and violence related to exploitation ’  as well as gender violence condoned 
by the state. 214  The due-diligence standard was reiterated in the Beijing Declara-
tion and Platform for Action, which was adopted by 189 UN Member States. 215  
The Beijing Declaration further recognised that violence against women, includ-
ing marital rape,  ‘ is a manifestation of the historically unequal power relations 
between men and women ’  and demanded that states enact or reinforce sanctions 
that punish perpetrators and provide women with access to justice. 216  

 Numerous women ’ s rights advocates from across the globe participated in the 
Beijing Conference and other UN summits. 217  The participation of these women ’ s 
rights groups played a critical role in bringing equality-based and feminist legal 
conceptions of gender violence into international, regional and domestic legal 
institutions. 218  This role of women ’ s rights groups at the grassroots and transna-
tional levels must be given particular emphasis, as without their involvement, the 
norms in GR 19 and DEVAW would not have the binding import and interna-
tional consensus they have now. 

 In 1994 the UN Economic and Social Council adopted Resolution 1994/45 of 
the UN Commission on Human Rights, and established the mandate of the Spe-
cial Rapporteur on Violence against Women to recommend measures to eliminate 
violence against women and its causes and to remedy its consequences. 219  The 
Resolution emphasised that it is 

  the duty of Governments to refrain from engaging in violence against women and to 
 exercise due diligence  to prevent, investigate and, in accordance with national legisla-
tion,  to punish acts of violence against women  and to take appropriate and effective action 
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concerning acts of violence against women, whether those acts are perpetrated by the 
State or by private persons, and to provide access to  just and effective remedies  and spe-
cialised assistance to victims. 220   

 The current UN Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women, Rashida 
Manjoo, notes the discriminatory treatment of spousal violence in many Mem-
ber States. 221  Even in countries where spousal violence is a criminal offence, it 
is often minimised by being categorised as a minor offence, prosecuted as only a 
misdemeanour, with reports of spousal violence not being taken seriously by the 
police. 222  The due-diligence standard, however, requires that states impose  ‘ severe ’  
and effective sanctions against spousal violence to prevent future conduct  ‘ because 
of the on-going nature of the relationship between victim and perpetrator ’ . 223  The 
previous Special Rapporteur confi rmed that the criminalisation of domestic and 
intimate partner violence is a specifi c requirement under the Beijing Platform and 
was a  ‘ minimum standard ’ . 224  

 In 2006, the United Nations established the Task Force on Violence Against 
Women, and the UN Secretary-General released an  ‘ in-depth study on all forms of 
violence against women ’ . 225  The study points out that  ‘ [t]he most common form 
of violence experienced by women globally is intimate partner violence ’ , which 
includes  ‘ a range of  sexually , psychologically and physically coercive acts ’ . 226  It 
reiterates the Beijing Platform ’ s exhortation  ‘ to treat all forms of violence against 
women and girls as  “ criminal offences ”  ’ , explaining why criminalisation is an 
important and essential response: 

  State inaction with regard to the proper functioning of the  criminal justice system  has 
particularly corrosive effects as impunity for acts of violence against women encourages 
further violence and reinforces women ’ s subordination. Such inaction by the State  to 
address the causes of violence against women constitutes lack of compliance with human 
rights obligations . 227    

   (v) Regional Instruments and the Criminalisation of Marital Rape  

 Regional human rights systems also make spousal rape a high priority for legis-
lative action. The Inter-American Convention to Prevent, Punish and Eradicate 
 Violence against Women (the Convention of Bel é m do Par à ), which has been 
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ratifi ed by 32 states, 228  recognises all gender-based violence as an abuse of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. 229  This Convention ’ s defi nition of violence 
against women includes  ‘ physical, sexual and psychological violence ’  that occurs 
 ‘ within the family or domestic unit or within any other interpersonal relationship ’ , 
covering IPSV. 230  

 The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) has consistently 
demanded that states adopt  ‘  criminal , civil and administrative laws to prevent, 
punish and eradicate violence against women ’  and demands that states make 
no distinctions based on the marital status of victim or perpetrator. 231  A recent 
IACHR report also points out that while  ‘ honour ’  and other patriarchal cultural 
values used to be the core interests at stake in sexual violence crimes, it is no longer 
condoned in many states. 232  The report also asserts that under all circumstances 
rape is a crime against society and has to be prosecuted by the state as a crime even 
when the victim  ‘ forgives ’  the perpetrator. 233  

 The Council of Europe and the European Union have consistently reiterated 
that violence against women, including intimate partner sexual assault, is a form 
of discrimination that requires adequate criminal remedies. 234  The European 
Union has expressly called for the criminalisation of marital rape for several dec-
ades, beginning with the European Parliament ’ s Resolution on Violence Against 
Women of 1986. 235  

 The 2009 European Parliament ’ s Resolution on the Elimination of Violence 
against Women states that: 

  [M]en ’ s violence against women represents a violation of human rights, and in particu-
lar: the right to life, the right to safety, the right to dignity, the right to physical and men-
tal integrity, and the right to sexual and reproductive choice and health. 236   

 The Resolution further notes that gendered violence  ‘ is an obstacle to the 
participation of women in social activities, in political and public life and in 
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the labour market, and can lead to marginalisation and poverty for women ’ . 237  
Member States must recognise sexual violence and rape against women, including 
within marriage and intimate informal relationships and/or where committed by 
male relatives, as a  crime , and must ensure that such offences result in  ‘  automatic 
prosecution  ’ . 238  

 The Resolution repeats the language of the 1986 European Parliament ’ s 
Resolution on Violence Against Women and also urges states to reject any refer-
ence to cultural, traditional or religious practices or traditions as a mitigating fac-
tor in cases of violence against women. 239  Resolutions by the European Parliament 
are not legally binding, but the European Parliament ’ s call for the criminalisation 
of sexual violence in the domestic sphere in several resolutions illustrates 
the  importance given to the need to criminalise sexual violence in intimate 
relationships. 240  

 Furthermore, a 2012 EU directive establishing mandatory minimum stand-
ards and safeguards to protect victims of crime  assumes  that IPSV is criminalised 
in the Member States. 241  Unlike resolutions of the European Parliament, direc-
tives are legal acts of the EU imposing obligations on Member States to achieve a 
specifi c result through the implementation of domestic legislative procedures. 242  
The 2012 EU directive called for effective imposition of criminal sanctions in 
cases of IPSV, inter alia, that must be implemented by Member States within two 
years of its enactment, and required that within three years Member States must 
show the Commission data on how victims have accessed the rights in the direc-
tive. The directive furthermore explicitly recognises the particular dynamics of 
violence in intimate relationships and the need for states to adopt special protec-
tion measures: 

   Where violence is committed in a close relationship, it is committed by a person who is a cur-
rent or former spouse, or partner or other family member of the victim, whether or not the 
offender shares or has shared the same household with the victim.  Such violence could cover 
physical, sexual, psychological, or economic violence and could result in physical, mental 
or emotional harm or economic loss.  Violence in close relationships is a serious and often 
hidden social problem, which could cause systematic psychological and physical trauma with 
severe consequences because the offender is a person whom the victim should be able to trust.  

 237      ibid, preamble, para F.  
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Victims of violence in close relationships may therefore be in need of special protec-
tion measures. Women are affected disproportionately by this type of violence and the 
 situation can be worse if the woman is dependent on the offender economically, socially 
or as regards her right to residence. 243   

 One of the most comprehensive instruments against gender violence, the Council 
of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women 
and Domestic Violence (the Istanbul Convention), which came into effect in 
August 2014, explicitly obliges its parties to  criminalise  sexual violence when 
committed against former or current spouses or partners (whether or not they 
were living in the same residence). 244  The Council of Europe currently includes 
47 countries extending all the way to the Russian Federation. 245  The fact that the 
Istanbul Convention, a binding instrument, was accepted by such a wide swath of 
countries provides further evidence of the existence of an international consensus 
that marital rape must be criminalised. 

 In 2003, the African Union adopted the Protocol on the Rights of Women in 
Africa, which defi nes violence against women as including  ‘ all acts perpetrated 
against women which cause or could cause them physical,  sexual , psychologi-
cal, and economic harm, including the threat to take such acts  …  in  private  or 
public life ’ . 246  Sub-regional instruments such as the Southern African Develop-
ment Community (SADC) ’ s Declaration on Gender and Development on Pre-
vention and Eradication of Violence against Women and Children specifi cally 
mentions marital rape as an expression of violence against women and a  ‘ serious 
violation of fundamental human rights ’ . 247  

 The multilateral Arab Charter on Human Rights explicitly prohibits all 
forms of violence or abuse against women. 248  However, marital rape is not 
explicitly mentioned and none of the 14 ratifying Arab states have criminalised 
marital rape. 249  
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 Asia lacks an effective regional human rights system. However, at least 11 Asian 
countries, including Nepal, Thailand and Indonesia, explicitly criminalise marital 
rape. 250    

   C.  Summary of Human Rights Law Requiring the 
Criminalisation of Marital Rape  

 As this overview of international human rights law has shown, marital rape excep-
tions to the criminalisation of sexual assault impinge on international human 
rights instruments and binding principles, as courts and states across the world 
have affi rmed. 251  Many state constitutions now include similar rights protec-
tions that add another layer of obligation on states to ensure women ’ s equality 
and protect them from violence in all its forms. The due-diligence obligation fur-
ther expresses the legal requirement that states take action to prevent and remedy 
sexual violence, including sexual violence in intimate relationships. Criminalising 
sexual violence against women in intimate relationships is clearly necessary for the 
protection of women ’ s full and equal human rights. 

 Most of the world ’ s countries now criminalise sexual assault by spouses, even 
if imperfectly in terms of implementation, and those countries that do not are 
outliers. However, only a minority of countries explicitly state in their penal 
code or statutes that marital rape is not to be distinguished from other forms of 
rape. The risks of implicit criminalisation are evident in the experiences of the 
Scandinavian countries and the erstwhile communist bloc. For example, the legis-
lation in all the Scandinavian countries did not explicitly immunise marital rape 
from prosecution, but until recently, their ambiguous provisions allowed for dif-
ferences in charges and sentencing, as described in the preceding section on the 
laws in Denmark and Sweden. These countries have had very low rates of prosecu-
tion and even lower rates of conviction even though surveys show that stranger 
rapes are less common than IPSV. 252  In Poland and Russia, the fi rst two countries 
to remove the marital rape exemption, marital rape continues to be a serious social 
problem that is under-reported and unacknowledged by the courts and police. 253  
Explicit criminalisation removes ambiguity in the law, sends a strong message of 
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24 October 2011,   www.nytimes.com/2011/10/25/world/europe/in-norway-gender-equality-does-not-
extend-to-the-bedroom.html  ; Amnesty International (n 153).  

 253           K   Aberg    et al,  ‘  Domestic Violence in Poland ’  (Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights,  Warsaw 
Women ’ s Rights Center and New York International Women  ’ s  Human Rights Clinic ,  2002 )     www.
theadvocatesforhumanrights.org/uploads/poland_domestic_violence_2002_10-18-2002_2.PDF  , 34 – 35; 
     C   Benninger-Budel    and    LO ’ Hanlon   ,  ‘  Violence against Women in Russia, Report Prepared for the 
Thirty-First Session of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights  ’ ,   Violence Against 
Women: 10 Reports/Year 2003   ( World Organisation Against Torture (OMCT) ,  2004 )  .  
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condemnation, and creates the conditions for social change. This approach is 
espoused by human rights groups, the Council of Europe and the United Nations. 
The UN model legislation for violence against women, for example, states: 

  The legislation should specifi cally criminalise sexual assault within a relationship 
(ie,  ‘ marital rape ’ ), either by: 

 —   providing that sexual assault provisions apply  ‘ irrespective of the nature of the rela-
tionship ’  between the perpetrator and complainant; 

 —  or stating that  ‘ no marriage or other relationship shall constitute a defence to a 
charge of sexual assault under the legislation ’ . 254    

 International human rights law and the due-diligence standard clearly require that 
states no longer exempt married women from legal protections against rape by 
their spouse, and that marital rape, like rape generally, must be subject to criminal 
sanctions.   

   V. Conclusion: Why Criminalising Sexual Violence 
in Intimate Relationships is Essential for the 

Protection of Women ’ s Equal Rights  

 Intimate partner sexual violence is a form of gendered violence which breaches 
women ’ s fundamental human rights. Criminalisation of IPSV is one use of state 
power necessary to the protection of women ’ s human rights, including, most 
importantly, rights to equality, autonomy and bodily integrity. 

 Engaging criminal law to bolster the protection of human rights and to empower 
local and international struggles to end gendered violence is not a new strategy. 
On the contrary, it has been and remains a crucial plank of the struggle to seek 
state accountability and end impunity for a range of rights violations. Engaging 
the power of criminal law is only one important, but by no means exclusive, com-
ponent of feminist strategies to remedy and end gendered violence in women ’ s 
lives. Furthermore, an insistence on the criminalisation of marital rape can, and 
necessarily does, coexist with robust critiques of the practices and effects of the 
criminal justice system and the many defi ciencies in criminal law responses. 

 Many of the criticisms of those feminists who believe that the criminal justice 
system should play a role in remedying gendered violence miss the fact that femi-
nist work in the area of criminalisation has largely been cognisant of the perils of 
engaging this very system. Indeed, alongside calls for criminalisation of gendered 
violence, feminist scholars and activists have worked vigorously for criminal law 

 254          United Nations Division for the Advancement of Women  ,   Handbook for Legislation on Violence 
against Women   (  New York  ,  United Nations ,  2010 )  26   .  
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reform to improve criminal law responses and this remains a fundamental com-
ponent of criminalisation strategies. 255  

 Law and human rights movements such as feminism exist in dynamic interplay. 
The World Bank Report of 2016 identifi es the link between law reform and the 
social movements seeking equality and human rights. The Report observes that: 
 ‘ [O]ver the past 25 years, the number of economies introducing laws addressing 
domestic violence has risen precipitously from close to zero, to 118. This increase 
has been driven by international and regional human rights conventions and 
campaigns. ’  256  This fi nding speaks to the importance of engaging the language and 
protections offered by human rights law, domestically and internationally. There 
has been a sea change in reconfi guring social relationships of gender, at both the 
structural and the micro levels, in the direction of more full and equal protection 
of women ’ s human rights. 

 Criminalisation of marital rape articulates, at the social level and in the public 
sphere, the message that sexual violence in the domestic and private sphere is not 
to be tolerated. Criminalising spousal sexual assault repudiates the view that a 
woman becomes a man ’ s property upon marriage, and fundamentally challenges 
traditional and patriarchal social norms that confer upon men unlimited rights of 
sexual access to the women who are their spouses. Eradicating legal immunity for 
men who sexually violate their wives or other intimates is predicated on principles 
of equality and signals a signifi cant move towards establishing new social norms 
of gender equality, consent, autonomy and sexual personhood for women. This is 
one crucial element of the broader structural social change sought by those con-
cerned with human rights and equality for women. 

 The United Nations, the World Health Organization and the World Bank 
describe gender-based violence, including that in marriage, as a global pandemic. 
While a majority of the world ’ s countries recognise, in theory at least, that gen-
dered violence in the form of marital rape requires criminal legal remedies, too 
many countries fail to protect married women, and fail to observe their due-
diligence obligations by persisting in inadequately criminalising, or not criminal-
ising at all, this form of violence against women. These are legal gaps that must 
be closed as a crucial step towards protecting all women from gendered violence.  

 

   

 255      See eg     United Nations Offi ce on Drugs and Crime  ,   Strengthening Crime Prevention and Criminal 
Justice Responses to Violence against Women  , (  New York  ,  United Nations ,  2014 )  ;      ES   Buzawa   ,    CG   Buzawa    
and    ED   Stark   ,   Responding to Domestic Violence   :    The Integration of Criminal Justice and Human Ser-
vices   (  Thousand Oaks ,  CA  ,  Sage ,  2015 )  ;       KA   Lonsway   , and    J   Archambault   ,  ‘  The  “ Justice Gap ”  for Sexual 
Assault Cases Future Directions for Research and Reform  ’  ( 2012 )  18      Violence Against Women    145    ; 
     L   Kelly   ,   Promising Practices Addressing Sexual Violence  —  Expert Report   (  New York  ,  UN Division for the 
Advancement of Women ,  2005 )     www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/egm/vaw-gp-2005/docs/experts/kelly.
sexualviolence.pdf  .  

 256      World Bank Group (n 62) 22.  
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